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Jim Corbett National Park is the ultimate retreat for nature and wild life lovers. Spread across a
huge area in the city of Uttaranchal, Corbett national park is one of the most spectacular Wild life
sanctuaries in India. The perfect destination for adventure lovers Corbett national park is a Haven
for animals and birds. It consists of wide stretch of hills, grasslands and placid lakes. Densely
populated with deciduous forest, it is a home to exotic animals like Tigers. Elephant, Mongoose,
Otter, Crocodile, sloth black bear etc. The excursion tours offered by the resorts and the park
provide you with amazing glimpses of these rare wildlife resources. There are several resorts with
which one can enjoy their stay, The Infinity Resort in Corbett and the Corbett River view Retreat in
Corbett are the two of the most popular resorts in the park.

Situated amidst the dense greenery of the silent woods the Infinity Resort in Corbett can get you as
close to nature and wildlife as possible. The wooden rafts and the wooden dome shaped ceilings
work to give a feel of the forest ambience. The resort is equipped with all sorts of modern facilities,
to make your long planned adventure tour a complete success. One can observe the animals
closely in their natural habitat while staying in this resort. Twin bedded spacious rooms with
attached bathrooms, makes your stay extremely comfortable and private balconies with
breathtaking views of the outside add to the ultimate luxury. Local marble stones and terracotta tiles
beautifully decorate the hotel. All types of accommodations are available to suit your budget. Multi
cuisine facilities are available to suit all needs. Welcome drinks are offered to each visitor on arrival.

The Corbett River View Retreat resort placed along the boundary of the national park is a luxury
resort with an excellent view of the park. Extremely charming looks and serene ambience allows
you to enjoy a peaceful and relaxing holiday away from the hassle of city life. Located on the bank
of river Kosi, The scenic view that one can enjoy from the resort is absolutely extraordinary. There
are exclusive villas and private lodges facilitated with gardens and private kitchen that takes
complete care of your privacy. You can sit in the garden and enjoy a drink with your family soaking
in the bliss of natureâ€™s beauty. Other contemporary facilities like swimming pools, multi cuisine
restaurant, play stations are also available along with a bar and Bar-B-Q option to add fun to your
perfect family getaway.
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Rahul Ranjan - About Author:
We mentioned some finest a Resorts in Corbett in this article. When you visit incredible land of a 
Corbett National Park you will get best deals with accommodation services and more. Just visit:
www.resortsincorbett.com/
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